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Abstract
We describe how we use Lustre to build global and accurate executable models of energy consumption in
sensor networks, intended to be used for both simulations and formal validation. One of the key ideas is
to build a component-based global model, in such a way that various abstractions of the same model can
be derived by unplugging a component and plugging a more abstract (or more detailed) one. This ability
to play with various abstractions that can be formally compared with one another is essential for a virtual
prototyping approach connected to formal validation tools. We comment on the properties of Lustre and
its development environment that make this approach feasible.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are distributed computer systems composed of a
large number of small sensor nodes. There are many potential application areas [3].
The nodes have three main tasks: sensing their environment, processing the data
and communicating with the other nodes. All the nodes are identical, except one
or several sink nodes. A sink monitors the network. It collects the data and sends
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requests to the sensor nodes. Nodes do not have enough power to reach the sink
directly with their radios, therefore communications are performed in a multi-hop
way. A wireless sensor network has no infrastructure, i.e., nodes do not have any
a priori knowledge about the rest of the network. Hence A WSN must be able to
self-organize. Nodes cooperate for this self-organization and also along the whole
life of the network to achieve the requested service. Finally, routing protocols have
to be tailored for WSNs (see, for instance [2]), in order to take new constraints
into account, among which: in WSNs, data ﬂow from a particular region to the
sink(s) whereas, in traditional networks, any node may need to communicate and
establish a route with any other; it is usually not possible in WSNs to rely on a
global addressing mechanism; in the vicinity of a phenomenon, several nodes will
sense the same values and thus the same data may be generated; etc.
1.2 Virtual Prototypes of Sensor Networks
A sensor network may be considered as a whole, as a new kind of computer system
dedicated to one particular application. It is an embedded system, reacting to the
stimuli of some physical environment. It is also subject to the usual constraints of
embedded system design: resources are scarce, and it is very diﬃcult, if not impos-
sible, to modify a sensor network’s behavior once it has been deployed. Moreover,
the sensors are usually powered by a battery that cannot be recharged. They should
therefore have the lowest consumption possible to maximize the network lifetime.
One of the main challenges is to perform energy-aware design. The problem is
diﬃcult because all the elements of a sensor network have an inﬂuence on energy
consumption: the hardware of a node, the sensors, the medium-access-control and
routing protocols, the application itself, the initial self-organization phase, and even
the physical environment that stimulates the sensors (see, for instance [23], where
we showed that a precise modeling of the physical environment is compulsory for a
realistic estimation of the energy consumption).
The design of an energy-“optimal” solution is probably out of reach because
of all the interacting criteria. One has to build complete solutions and then to
evaluate them. Since a sensor network includes dedicated hardware, it may be long
and costly to build a complete solution before evaluating it.
For all these reasons, the usual approach is to build a virtual prototype of a
sensor network, and then to perform simulations or mathematical analyzes in order
to evaluate the energy consumption. This is the approach taken by people who
design new protocols, and show their beneﬁts using a network simulator. In all
these approaches, a lot of abstractions are necessary, in order to build manage-
able models of very large systems (thousands of nodes). For instance, the energy
consumption may be evaluated by counting packets, and associating a worst-case
estimated energy with the transmission of one individual packet. In the section
“related work” below, we review the main approaches for the virtual prototyping
of sensor networks.
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1.3 Contribution of the paper
In this paper, we describe our experiments in using a synchronous language, namely
Lustre, to build a global and executable model of a sensor network, including all
the elements that inﬂuence energy consumption: the details about the hardware of
a node, the code of the protocols and the application, an executable model of the
physical environment that stimulates the sensors, and also a model of the physical
medium in which the radio communication occurs. Lustre is an appropriate lan-
guage for building such a detailed model, especially when it comes to describing the
detailed energy consumption of the hardware and its relationship with time.
The second very important point is that Lustre allows to build a clean component-
based model. This is crucial because complete models of sensor networks are huge,
and it is always necessary to abstract them, even for simulation purposes only. If a
global model is clearly structured into well-deﬁned components, it means that one
can hope to replace one component by a more abstract one, and get a new global
model, more abstract then the original one. We show that Lustre provides such a
modular-abstraction framework.
Finally, Lustre is connected to various validation tools, ranging from automatic
test case generation to formal veriﬁcation by means of model-checking or abstract
interpretation techniques. This means the model we build can be directly given as
input to these tools.
A ﬁrst experiment in writing global models of sensor networks has givenGlonemo
(for GLObal NEtwork MOdel), and was conducted using the language Reac-
tiveML [18,23]. It is itself inspired from a ﬁrst use of ReactiveML for modeling
networks [19]. Glonemo is quite eﬃcient, but not precise enough on the details of
the hardware. Moreover, ReactiveML is not connected to validation tools.
The Lustre model is 1500 lines long. It has been developed by K. Baradon
and A. Vasseur, two master students of the Telecom department of INPGrenoble.
It includes detailed energy models for all hardware parts that have a signiﬁcant
energy consumption. The connection to validation tools has been established.
The paper is organized as follow: section 2 lists the elements that have to be
taken into account when building an accurate global model of a sensor network;
section 3 presents the main structure of the Lustre model; section 4 details the
components of the model and the way they are coordinated; section 5 presents
existing tools and methods designed to study sensor networks; section 6 lists the
current uses of our model, and section 7 concludes.
2 Aspects to be Taken into Account in a Realistic Model
2.1 Consumption of the radio and Behavior of the MAC protocol
The radio is the part of the node that consumes most, and mainly in emitting mode.
It is clear that the radio should not function at maximum power all the time. In
sensor networks, the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol layer (the one that
monitors the radio) is designed in such a way that the radio spends a lot of time in
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some idle mode, and very short periods in emitting mode.
In an accurate sensor network model, the various modes of the radio and their
associated consumption should be detailed. Moreover, the way the MAC protocol
triggers mode changes has to be described. This is because we want to observe
properties related to energy consumption. Other properties like latency, throughput,
bandwidth utilization or fairness are secondary.
2.2 The CPU and the Memory
Even if the radio consumes a lot, the energy used to process data cannot be ne-
glected. According to Yuan and Qu [27], the processor is responsible for a consump-
tion of 30 percent of the total consumption of the node. Moreover for some MAC
protocols the micro-controller can be responsible for more than 90 % of the total
energy needed to receive one data packet [20]. A technique used to optimize the
energy consumed by the micro-controller is Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS). DVS
consists in adapting dynamically the voltage of the micro-controller according to the
load. This modiﬁes the tradeoﬀ between the consumption and the eﬃciency of the
MCU. When the voltage is low, the consumption is low too but the micro-controller
works slowly. This idea can be used in sensor networks [27].
If we want to reﬂect such technical solutions in our global models, this means
that we should also detail the running modes of the CPU (a small number of discrete
voltages is enough, the DVS is not driven in a continuous way). We should also
describe how the mode changes are triggered, and by whom.
The CPU DVS may be driven by explicit operations in the object code of an
application program, if a static analysis has identiﬁed pieces of the program where
the load is low. If there is no such sophisticated analysis available, the CPU DVS
is usually controlled by the operating system. In sensor networks, it may also be
the case that the CPU is awaken by some activity on the radio (when there will be
some data to process). In the sequel, we consider commands from the application.
Commands from the radio could be modeled with the same technique.
The consumption of the memory is less important but researches are conducted
on this topic [5,15]. If we want to take memory consumption into account, we
should include the description of the memory consumption, depending on the type
(RAM, Flash, ...). Some memories can have a standby mode in which they cannot
be read or written to, but consume less. In order to read or write, one has to put
the memory in normal mode ﬁrst. Such a mechanism may also be driven by explicit
operations in the object code of an application program, if a static analysis has
identiﬁed pieces of the program during which some variables need not be accessed.
3 Overview of the Lustre Model
3.1 Principles and Main Structure
The structure of the Lustre model, called Lussensor, is inherited from theGlonemo
model written in ReactiveML. But the model has been enriched with more de-
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tails on the hardware of a node (DVS for the CPU, memory consumption of various
kinds of memories, etc.).
The idea is to include one modeling component for each source of energy con-
sumption we may want to model, even if we want to consider simple models where
not all the sources are described in full details. Each element of the model is a data-
ﬂow box, also called node in Lustre. It has several input ﬂows, several output ﬂows,
and some internal memory. Nodes are connected together as in synchronous cir-
cuits. We comment on synchrony and asynchrony in section 7. The main structure
of the model is given by Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Main Structure of the Model
The Lucky [10,11] part is used to model the
physical environment, following the ideas de-
scribed in [23]. We will concentrate on the
Lustre part here. There are n instances of
the same Lustre node sensor, representing
the n identical sensors of a network, plus a
special sink node. n has to be chosen stati-
cally, but we could choose n as the maximum
number of sensors potentially present in the
system; in this case, the model of a single sen-
sor has an additional state “non existing” and
it can be “created” or “destroyed” during the
simulation.
All the components of the model are deterministic Lustre programs, although
some of them need random values (e.g., the protocols). All the random values
needed in the components are exposed as explicit inputs, connected to global in-
puts of the model, and then to an external generator. We could use a call to an
external C function locally, but exposing the random value as an input is better for
analysis purposes, because explicit abstractions can be made on its value.
Inside the Lustre node that represents one sensor, everything is synchronous. It
is the right modeling since the physical node itself is a synchronous circuit. Between
the sensors however, it is not the case. Although the physical nodes of a sensor net-
work do have a physical clock, these clocks cannot be assumed to be synchronized
during the whole lifetime of the network. Modeling the whole network is therefore
one particular instance of the famous problem: how to model asynchrony in a syn-
chronous language?. The general framework has been studied a lot (see [16,4,7])
and consists in equipping each asynchronous process with an additional input that
plays the role of an activation condition for it. A speciﬁc global constraint on these
activations conditions represents one special form of asynchrony. No constraint at
all means pure asynchrony. A similar desynchronization mechanism is implemented
in Lussensor but we do not detail it in the sequel.
The model should describe what happens precisely in the communication medium,
i.e., the air in which the radio transmission occurs. We could even include electro-
magnetic perturbations, or other similar phenomena. All these modeling aspects
are grouped in a Lustre node called channel that knows about the topology of
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the network. When a sensor emits something with its radio, this is modeled by
the corresponding Lustre node sending a signal to the channel node, which may
compute which of the other nodes will hear something, depending on their relative
positions, and possibly integrating perturbations of the channel.
Each sensor instance is structured into several components: the application
software; the routing protocol (usually software); the MAC protocol (could be soft-
ware or hardware, at least partially); energy models for all the signiﬁcant pieces of
hardware (radio, CPU, memories, sensor, etc.).
The same principle is applied for all the energy models: we identify a (small) set
of discrete signiﬁcant values for the energy consumption of the device, corresponding
to its well-identiﬁed running modes. Then we list all the possible mode changes.
Physically, these transitions between modes may take some time and energy too.
For instance, switching the radio from sleeping to emitting mode has a cost, in both
time and energy. We decide to encode all this phenomena into usual automata:
spending time and energy is associated with states, the transitions are instantaneous
and consume nothing. This means that we add some ﬁctitious “states” to model
the time and consumption of physical mode changes. Once these automata have
been designed, the encoding into Lustre is very systematic.
Exploiting the various energy modes of hardware devices may be done in several
ways. Our global model should provide a way to model any solution. Conse-
quently, we provide a coordination between the model component that represents
the application code, and the energy models of the CPU and the memory (see also
section 4.3).
4 The Model Details
We then describe the components of the model in more details. The hierarchic
structure of the Lustre part is described below. For each element we list the inputs
and then the outputs, between parentheses. All these communications between the
elements are signals, or ﬂows, in the sense of Lustre, i.e., sequences of values over
time. Technically, the node channel is the main node of the Lustre model, and
its code contains the many instantiations of the sensor node.
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The channel (sensor values, random data) (array of energies spent) =
• The sensor nodes 1, 2, ... N .
Each node (sensor value, random data, radio inputs) (energy spent)
=
· Application (sensor value)
(commands for Sensor, CPU, RAM, Flash energy models)
· Routing
(requests from appli, info from MAC) (requests to MAC, info
to appli)
· MAC (random data, radio input, requests from routing)
(radio output, info to routing)
· Sensor, CPU, RAM, Flash energy models
(commands from appli) (energy spent)
· Summation of the energies spent in this node
• The sink node (radio input)
• Summation of the energies spent since the beginning, for each node
• The data structures for the topology and state of the channel
4.1 Hardware Components
The energy models of the hardware parts are small automata, that can be encoded
systematically into Lustre. The general form of the Lustre encoding can be
observed on the partial model of the RAM given in Figure 2. Such a component
outputs the current energy, i.e., the energy spent during one instant of the basic
clock. Some other components will gather all these values and sum them to compute
the global consumption of the network. The input is a mode change request, given
as the identity of the mode to reach. These components will be connected to other
parts of the global model, in which the decisions for changing modes can be taken
(for instance in the application software, see section 4.3).
The state is encoded by an integer or by a vector of Boolean values, depending
on what we want to do with the model. For simulation purposes, it is better to use
an int, but for validation purposes it is usually better to exhibit Boolean encodings
wherever it is possible (because the exploration of the model becomes decidable).
The transformation between the two forms can be done automatically in Lustre.
4.1.1 RAM and Flash Memory
The RAM memory usually has 4 modes, and not all mode-changes are possible. The
modes are: Off, Idle (the memory can be read and written to normally), Standby
(the memory cannot be read nor written to; its consumption is low; it takes some
time to put the memory in idle mode) and Deep-standby (same behavior as the
previous one,it consumes even less, and it takes more time to put the memory in
idle mode).
In the model of Figure 3, for sake of simplicity, we did not model the time needed
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node RAM (mode_change: i n t ) r e t u r n s (energy: r e a l );
var current_mode: i n t ;
l e t
-- Encoding of the transitions
current_mode = RAM_MODE_OPERATE ->
i f mode_change = MODE_DONTCHANGE
then pre(current_mode)
e l s e i f mode_change = RAM_MODE_OPERATE
then RAM_MODE_OPERATE
e l s e ...
-- Computation of the energy spent
energy = i f current_mode = RAM_MODE_OPERATE
then RAM_POWER_OPERATE
e l s e i f current_mode = RAM_MODE_STANDBY
then RAM_POWER_STANDBY
e l s e ...
t e l
-- somewhere else in the global model , summation of
-- the ‘‘instantaneous ’’ energy values computed by RAM:
sum = 0.0 -> RAM (...) + pre (sum) ;
Fig. 2. Example Lustre encoding for an automaton modeling energy consumption (all the capitalized words
are constants).
OFF
Standby
Deep-standby
Idle
Fig. 3. Model of the RAM
OFF Standby
Read
Fig. 4. Model of the Flash
to switch between modes, because of its very small order of magnitude, compared
to other times in the global model. But it could be done easily (see the principle
on the radio model). The consumptions to be attached to the states are taken from
the documentation of the STMicroelectronics SRAM DS2016.
For the Flash memory (Fig. 4), it is even simpler, because it will be used to
store the program to be loaded. It does not need to be written to. The modes are:
Standby and read. The consumptions are taken from the documentation of the
SGS-THOMSON M28F256.
4.1.2 The CPU and the Sensor
The model of the CPU (Fig. 5) is a simple DVS model, corresponding to most
existing DVS mechanisms. The model of the sensor (Fig. 6) is included in our
model because we suspect that intelligent sensors have several energy modes, but
we did not ﬁnd appropriate documentation yet. Anyway, a sensor could have at
least two modes, depending on the fact that it is activated or not. This is reﬂected
in the simple model given here, and could be enriched to take into account a more
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OFF (DVS0) DVS1
DVS2FULL (DVS3)
Fig. 5. The Model of the CPU
IdleOFF
Acquire
Fig. 6. Model of the Sensor
OFF
Hibernate Doze
Idle
Transmit Receive
Doze_To_IdleHibernate_To_Idle
Idle_To_Transmit Idle_To_Receive
Fig. 7. Model of the Radio
accurate sensor documentation.
4.1.3 The Radio
The radio (Fig. 7) is the most interesting energy model. The modes are: Off, Idle,
Hibernate, Transmit, Doze and Receive, depending on the activity of the radio.
The states denoted with dashed lines do not correspond to these modes, but they are
added in order to be able to attach all timing and energy consumption information
to states, whereas all the transitions are instantaneous and consume nothing. In the
Lustre encoding, all the 10 states are represented. The information to be attached
to the states is taken from the documentation of the Freescale MC13192, which
implements the 802.15.4 norm.
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4.2 Protocol Layers
In this paper we consider that the protocol layers are implemented in software. In
order to include them in our global model, with the appropriate level of detail,
we need to consider their object code. Indeed, when some software element drives
the energy-saving mechanisms of the hardware, it is visible at the granularity level
of the machine instructions. An assembly-line code can be easily described by an
automaton (the control graph of the program), and that is what we do here. The
automaton is then encoded into Lustre.
In order to give an idea of the levels of details that need to be modeled, we give
a brief description of the MAC and routing algorithms included in Lussensor.
4.2.1 Medium Access Control
The MAC protocol implemented in Lussensor is a preamble MAC protocol (see, for
instance, WiseMAC [6]). Each node periodically checks whether the channel is free.
If the channel is busy, the node will let its radio on to get the packet that follows the
preamble. Otherwise, it goes back to sleep mode. To avoid collisions we implement
a back-oﬀ: the sender has to wait for a random time before emitting anything, then
it scans the channel and if the channel is clear (Clear Channel Assessment, CCA),
it sends the preamble and then the message. Otherwise, it delays the emission by
setting a timer at random between 0 and cwmax. A preamble precedes each data
packet for alerting the receiving node. All nodes in the network sample the medium
with a common period.
The control automaton corresponding to this algorithm has 10 states. The Lus-
tre encoding of this component will be connected to the component representing
the application code, and to the component representing the channel. It also re-
ceives a random int value from the outside (see comment in section 3.1). For
the connection to the channel, we model the radio phenomena by a pair (signal,
packet data), where packet data encodes the data transmitted (a Lustre array
of ints) and signal is a value (int or Bool encoding the elements of the set:
{ RF SIGNAL NONE, RF SIGNAL PREAMBLE,
RF SIGNAL PACKET, RF SIGNAL COLLISION }.
This represents the fact that, from the point of view of the MAC, the radio is able
to give the following information: either there is no signal, or there is a signal cor-
responding to a preamble, or there is a signal corresponding to a packet, or there is
something that cannot be interpreted, meaning there is a collision. As an example,
the interface of the Lustre node for the MAC is given by Figure 8.
4.2.2 Routing
The routing protocol included in Lussensor is the two-phase directed diﬀusion de-
scribed in [9]. The sink ﬁrst broadcasts an “interest” message to the whole network.
The request can be ”send the temperature once an hour”, or ”if the temperature in-
creases sharply, send a message” . This interest message is sent using a ﬂooding
routing mechanism: each node retransmits all the packets it receives except the
ones it has already forwarded. When a node receives an interest, it checks whether
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node MAC (
-- to be left as a global input of the model:
random_mac: i n t ;
-- From application code
start_mac: boo l ;
want_to_transmit: boo l ; -- the appl. wants to transmit a packet
packet_to_transmit: useful_packet_data; -- data to be trans.
-- From channel
rfin_signal: i n t ; -- type of the signal received on the radio
rfin_packet_data: packet_data -- data received
) r e t u r n s (
energy: r e a l ;
-- To application code
busy: boo l ; -- the MAC is busy , cannot transmit now
packet_received: boo l ; -- MAC has received a packet
packet_transmitted: boo l ; -- MAC has transmitted a packet
received_data: useful_packet_data; -- the packet received
-- To Channel
rfout_signal: i n t ; -- type of the signal emitted on the radio
rfout_packet_data: packet_data; -- data emitted );
Fig. 8. Interface of the MAC component
it is concerned by the request and then forwards the packet. It will always send the
values through the route that was used to reach it from the sink. The algorithm is
encoded into an automaton, and then in Lustre.
4.3 The Application code and the Model of the Channel
The application code is a simple algorithm that emits the value sensed on a regular
basis. It has 8 control states, and computes the commands mode sensor, mode cpu,
mode flash and mode ram to be connected to the corresponding inputs of the hard-
ware device models. For the moment, the values of these commands are entirely
deﬁned by the control state. The eﬀect of any static analysis that would insert such
commands in the object code of the application can be easily included in our model.
In Lussensor, the channel is the part of the global model that takes care of
the air where communications take place, and knows about the topology of the
network. The corresponding Lustre node channel computes which nodes receive
a correct signal, which nodes are jammed, etc. It is quite complex because the main
algorithms involved are iterative algorithms on matrices, which have to be encoded
into the Lustre-V4 array operators (originally deﬁned for circuit design, and based
on static recursion, see [22]). But there is no intrinsic diﬃculty here.
5 Related Work
The ﬁrst category of “virtual prototyping” approaches corresponds to the deﬁnition
of formal models for performance analysis. These models are usually quite simple,
and this is the reason why they are used mainly to compare protocols on one link.
Since Kleinrock and Tobagi [12], they have been used extensively for the evaluation
of MAC protocols. However, they cannot be used to compare complete protocol
stacks.
All other virtual prototyping approaches are developed in order to include some
description of the network behavior in the model. This gives more complex models,
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of course, for which there is no simple set of equations that could be solved. These
models may be used for simulation, but we can also hope to use then for formal
validation, if they are described in well-deﬁned languages or formalisms.
Because network simulators are extensively used in the network community re-
search, many relevant simulators have been developed. NS-2 [1] is a packet-level
simulator that was ﬁrst designed for wired networks. NS-2 is a discrete event simu-
lator. The interest of having one single simulator is to enable comparisons between
diﬀerent protocols without the need to implement the protocol we want to compare
with. Indeed, NS oﬀers a large protocol library. However, NS is not really scalable:
it is convenient for simulating a few hundred nodes only. Because one of the key
issues in sensor networks is power consumption, people began to develop simulators
that take the energy consumption into account.
Avrora [26] is written in Java and is cycle-accurate. It is able to execute the
binary code of an application. The eﬃciency of the simulation relies on a quite
complex synchronization pattern which in fact constitutes the model of the radio.
For the environment, models are still needed, and the interaction between a model of
some component and the exact description of another component is not formalized.
It would be hard to use this framework to play with various abstractions.
Atemu [21] executes binary code and synchronizes the nodes on the clock cycle
of the processor. Fine grain properties can be obtained up to 120 nodes. To our
opinion, simulating the hardware at this level of detail is probably hopeless.
TOSSIM [17] is the simulator dedicated to TinyOS [25] applications. TOSSIM
does not provide a model of the consumption. To overcome this limitation, it has
been extended with PowerTOSSIM [24]. In PowerTOSSIM, each state of the CPU,
Radio and EEPROM is associated with a cost. Running the simulator computes
the energy consumption of each node.
AEON [13] proposes to build an energy model by running a real network, and
then to include this model in a simulator like AVRORA, to do some proﬁling. AEON
allows to observe the impact of the energy management primitives of TinyOS.
None of these simulators uses a formal model that could be used for validation.
On the other hand, the formal validation community does not seem to have
started working speciﬁcally on sensor networks. To our knowledge, there is no
other approach for the formal and global modeling of sensor networks, for which
we can hope to use validation tools. Some experiments in modeling and analyzing
sensor networks have been made with tools like HyTech [8] or Uppaal [14], but the
models are still very abstract.
6 Current Uses of the Model
6.1 Validation by Simulations
The model has been developed progressively, and each component tested before
integration. The complete model has been simulated with the Lustre interpreter,
but it is quite slow (even for a small number of sensors, typically 10), and the
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graphical interface is poor, compared with what we can do in ReactiveML. The
intended use is as follows: for any energy-related property one would want to observe
on the model, design a Lustre observer (a special node that may read all the values
of the input, output and local variables, but has no eﬀect on the behavior) that
outputs numbers; compile the Lustre model together with the observer; connect
the code to the environment model in Lucky (this part generates values for the
sensors, and also the random values needed by the protocol parts); run this a large
number of times, storing the outputs; draw curves from the output sequences.
This method makes the Lustre model comparable to tools like ns2. We are
currently investigating the “observer” version of the main quantitative evaluations
usually found in the papers of the network community.
6.2 Uses of Lucky models
Lucky [10,11] belongs to the Lustre toolbox. It allows to describe non-deterministic
reactive behaviors as sets of parallel communicating automata with weights repre-
senting probabilities. A Lucky component may be used in our global model to
replace any of the Lustre components, provided it has the same input/output
interface.
The ﬁrst use of Lucky is to model the physical environment, i.e., the non-
deterministic process that generates spatially and temporally correlated stimuli for
the sensors. This is the same approach as in [23].
The next thing we will do is to use Lucky to model perturbations in the channel
(shadowing, fading, path-loss). We’ll have to encode in Lucky the accurate prob-
abilistic modelings that have been proposed for these phenomena in the network
community. The Lustre model is an appropriate platform for these experiments.
A similar use of Lucky would be to replace a part of the network (a subset of
the nodes) by a traﬃc generator, i.e., a non-deterministic process that generates
the states of the channel for the remaining nodes. This is related to the next point,
since it is a way of abstracting the global model.
6.3 Modular Abstractions and Formal Analyzes
As mentioned in the introduction, analyzing formal models of sensor networks means
we are able to perform quite drastic abstractions, but these abstractions may depend
on the kind of property to be analyzed. We are interested in properties that talk
about the energy consumption, for instance: “is it possible to spend more than
energy E in less that time T?”. This is a safety property. The Lustre model
in which both time and energy are encoded into some numbers that behave as
counters may theoretically be fed into a veriﬁcation tool that deals with numbers
symbolically (abstract interpretation for instance). But the model for thousands of
nodes is huge.
We propose to use the Lustre model as a modular-abstraction framework.
The idea is the following: replacing a component C in a global model M by a
more abstract version C ′ should yield a new global model M ′ which is indeed more
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abstract than M . This abstraction preservation property is essential when playing
with various abstractions of the individual components. We should also be able to
prove the property: C ′ is more abstract than C.
For the components modeling the energy consumption, the notion of abstraction
has to be deﬁned precisely. In such a model C, the energy attached to a “state” is
in fact a worst-case estimation of the energy spent by unit of time while the system
is in this state. Such a model, reacting to an input sequence I, produces a sequence
of these “instantaneous” energies, than can be summed up. Let us note Σ(C, I)
the sum of the energy outputs produced when C reacts to I. A model C ′ is more
abstract than C iﬀ: for all I, Σ(C, I) ≥ Σ(C ′, I). “More abstract” means that the
worst-case estimation is less precise, hence greater.
We are currently experimenting various abstract-interpretation tools to help
verify automatically that an energy model C ′ is more abstract than a model C. The
case study is the model of the radio (see Figure 7), for which various approximations
can be derived.
7 Conclusions and Perspectives
We have designed the architecture of a global and accurate model of sensor networks,
in Lustre. All the elements are taken into account, except the operating system.
We could have included one more component for the OS without diﬃculty, but
a lot of WSN solutions are considering static scheduling instead of using an OS,
which is probably a good choice for energy consumption. Hence the “application”
component of our model is suﬃcient. The software parts may be included at the
level of detail of machine instructions, which gives a ﬁne-grain modeling of energy
consumption. Any hardware device can be modeled by a dedicated energy-model,
as we did for the radio, the CPU, the memories, and the sensor. The values taken
form the data-sheets of current technology devices can be directly included in our
models.
We think that our model is as precise as the cycle-accurate models obtained
with tools like Avrora or Atemu (see related work). Lussensor is not intended for
debug simulations (it does not provide graphical outputs), but the compiled code
may be used for batch simulations. Moreover, we think that Lussensor has several
other important qualities:
• Lussensor is a modular model that may serve as a common platform for
several abstractions. Moreover, the various abstractions can be compared,
thanks to the abstraction partial order on the energy components, as described
above.
• Adding observers to compute quantitative measures of the network behavior is
very easy
• Lustre being a declarative language, the global model is essentially a set of
Boolean and numerical equations, for which we can hope to use a large set of
symbolic veriﬁcation tools.
• The Lussensor platform may be used to include existing probabilistic models
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as components, if we are able to describe them in Lucky.
Lussensor is a ﬁrst step, for which the main perspectives are the following.
First, we will use Lussensor as a case-study for our “modular worst-case energy
models” approach; second, we will investigate the combined use of Lucky and
Lussensor to design performance models of sensor networks that contain some
details on the behavior of the computing parts. Indeed, as mentioned in section 5,
the mathematical models used for the performance evaluation of protocols are too
simple when it comes to representing complete protocol stacks or complex radio
channel behaviors (i.e., collisions).
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